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Foreword

A year ago, as an outgrowth of the Nalmional Awards Program for the
Teaching of Economics, the Joint Council on-EtoRomic Education published

Innovative Ideas in Introductory Economics. Comments and responses
from the college and university level readers who receiv the experimental
publication encouraged the tontinuation of the effort.
We are delighted with Volume 2 for several reasons. First, with it we
bring to college and university instructors the winning projects submitted to
in \1980. Second, we include four of the colthe Igationa war
lege-level entries that were winners in previous years. Third, but most important, we take pleasure in prbviding recognition to college-level-instructors who haye concerned themselves with the teaching-learning process.

Their creative ideas and innovative strategies can, in .many cases, be
.

-

adopted:and adapted by their colleagues throughout the nation.
It is anticipated that Innovatiiiadeas in Introductory'Economics will
continue to give recognition to effectiv. e institutions of higher education, to
promote the sharing and transfer of creative ancrinnbvative- ideas, to encourage entries to the National Awards Program, and to enhance the expansion and improvement of economic education on our nation's, campuses. .
Support and funding for the Joint Council's National Awards ProgrAm
is provided by the International Paper Company Foundation. We extend
our appreciation to IPCF and its vice resident, Sandra 'Kuntz, for aiding
both the or:iv:0ns and ublicationsof t National Awards Program.
Special thanks aree ended to Andrew T. Nappi, dean of the College
/of BusinessAIllinois State University, who served as editor of the publica, tion. Appreciation is also extended to Michael A. MacDowell, president,
/ and Arthiir L. Welsh, program-director, of the JCEE for their counsel and
assistance. Finally, we thank the judges of the college/university entries
submitted to the National Awards Program Myron. L. Joseph, Henry H.
Villard, and George L. Dawson for their efforts in maintaining a program
of high quality; their guidance makes up for the'fact that this booklet has
been exempted from the customary review by the Publications Committee
of the JCEE.
,

a- -

'Anthony F. Suglia
Director, Affiliated Councils
dnd Centirs Division
Coordinator, National Awards Program, JCEE

Editor's Introdudions
'
Since the inceptiOn of the Joint Councirs:Awards Program for , °the Teaching
of Economics, in'1962, winning projects developed by, college and
university teachers of economics and economic education, were included in
Economic Education Experiences : of Enterprising Teachers, along with

materials for kindergarten thi-ough twelfth, grade. For- the fiist time this
year, college-level entries are being presented in a separate report;
novative.Ideas in Introductory Economics, This first volume contains brief
descriptions of the prize-winning entries from the 1979 competition and
four winning projects selected from past National Awards Programs.
The decision to prOduce a separatereport for those in higher education.
+underscores the commitment 'made by the Joint Council to improve"
economic tulderstanding at 'all levels of instruction. The award-Winning
projects summarized here illustrate the creative and imaginative approaches
developed by successful teacheis. It is hoped that their example+not only
will' stimulate-college teachers to devise improvements in introcitictorY
ecOrromics but will encourage teachers to look to and participate in the
.
,
Awards,,Program.
Several important questions concerting the, college-level competition
are frequently asked by prospective entrants: Is the Awards Program open
'only to professors of economicst How much emphasissis.given by the judges
to4-iinportant economic principles, methods of instruction, learning activities, and any evaluations included in the project? Should ,the report
describe' a unit, lesson, or semester course? Is there a specific outline for

writing the narrative section? How much detail and explanation of

r.

economic cdncepts and instructional techniqUes are required for the judges
to know what the project was about7 tipw much objestiyeevidence of what
was accomplished should be incorporated in the report? In short; what are
the characteristics of a prizewinning entry?
The eligibility criteria seem to occasion the most confusion and 'need to
be stated, rather specifically: anyone teaching courses, units, or lessons in
economics irla college or university is eligible to submit a deScription of his
`or her classroom experience. Contestants may include aot .only teachers of
.economics and economic education, 'but those teaching any other subject,
such as English, science, mathematics, social studies, into which' 1110 have 1,
incorporattd economic concepts. Also eligible are teamsof college teachers
from different -fields of- study, who have worked" together to present a
multidisciplinar, approach to economic-S. Thr most significant criteria for

'
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1
,

qichie

relafe to what
classrochrt.*
4

-
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,

accomplishes 4n-the
Y
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Preparing' the, Application

.

In preparing, an.ptry to the Awards Program, it is important to'have
generalizedoutline in mind almost any logical and descriptive outline will
serve before writing the narrative section of the repoit The fogwing are
some of 'the characteristics of a good project description.
1. Introduction. This section of the narrative -is intended to yrbduce
iidges to What is t &follow. It set§ the stage, soto speak, for the rest of
judges
,the project description. The introduction should be brief and should contain
Information about the overipurpOseof the project. The institutiorlal environment, dais size, and other special characteristicsor:background
ma,tion are usually described here.
2. Overall goals and specific objectives. Whereas the overall goals of,.
the project cart be given in, a rather generalizid statement written in narrative style the instructional objectives should be very specific and are
usually presented-in list form. The overall goals may bethought of as longrange results. It is not necessary to prepare a long list kf objectives,Intead,
the objeCtives :should be clearly stated and related to the teaching .ex-.
perience, and important economic prihciples should be defined.:
3. Program description. Basically, the kinds of thins reviewers want
to
learn
from this section of the .narrative are (a) what is to be done, (b)
, t
who will do it. The procedures should be exhim, it is to be done, and
plained fully and in great *Pail: It can be serious mistake to assumethat
the judges will understandtbe details of what, to the applicant, is a wellunderstood economic prim-111e. The sequence of. steps ,of the procedure
should be presented in logical order. However, lengthy digressions, ho matter how interesting to the writer, are to be avoided.. Clarity implies coneiseness. Where :appropriate, assignment sheets alorig with sample lessOn
plans may beincluded in the report. However, it, is not necessary to submjt
everything the students have done. A few examples one or fwo typical instruction sheets or term papers, for instancewill do. Thissection should
emphasize the economic concepts, mate#als, time sihedule, start-up procedures, assignments givA, activities or strafegies used, and ,should.
describe how .the project. concluded.
4. Program evaluation. It is essential to show the reviewers objective
Therefore, a section on
-. evidence of what was accomplished by the project.
*A formal announcement of the Awards Program:with details concerning eligibility, form of
submission, eta., may be obtained by writing to
Economic Education Awards Program
joint eouncil on Economic Education
121g Avenue octhe'Americas
New York, NY 10036
4
ro
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evaluation Should be includedin the application, Some,systematic
method
of providing evidence of the extent to which the instructional
aims were
achieved must be Used, and it must be described in the narrative. Specifically, what-methods or techniqbes wete used to evaluate students
economic
understanding? These generally. include tests of all types (short-,answer,
essay, and performance examinations). Samples of testing instruments
.should be submitted with rhe reports, along with the results and
analyses.

The editor hopes that this brief summary of what constitutes
a good
project will be useful to prospective applicants. He deeply
appreciates
the
work ..of thoe teachers (nonwinners as well
as winners) who are contributing so much to the improvement of economic understanding.
It is
hqped that more college teachers will enter !Ike
Awards:Program, sharink
their knowledge and experience with, others for the
common goodias well as
for the personal rewards.

t

.

.

The editor a nowledges with sincere thanks
the cooperatiog of, the
teachers whose id as appear in this volume. They have
been most patient
and understanding in.permitting us to use their material

/

and agreeing to our
many editorial revisions. It must be remembered that the reports published
in this book are condensed versions of the,original projects and
that some of
the material 'cannot be presented or even summarized easily. The
complete
reports can be.obtained from:
National Depository for Economic Education Awards
Milner Library 184
c'
Illinois State University
Normal, IL 61761.

Andrew T. Nappi
Illinois State University
,
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The Joint Council on Economic Edubation

ti
is

pleased to offer awards of $7,500 each for innovative
teaching programs that improve the ability of people to
reason aboutseconomic problems and issues. Prizes are

(

t. 'available for the best instructional plan directedat each
of the following groups:
,I
'.
Elementary /secondary school students
College and university students
Adults
For further information, write to

,

.

Reasoning 'Awards Program

.

. Joint Couricil,on Economic Education

1212 Avenue of the Americas
/Nlew York, NY .10036
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Section 1: WINNING PROJECTS, 1079-110-\.

Senior Resegich Seminar
in.Economicss
.

I1liaM 11. Bowman
United,States Naval Acaqrny, Annapolis, Ma:ryland

The worktof professional economists most often used by government'
offieials and private business 'lies within the realm of macroeconomic
. forecasting. This "art," however, is rarely acquired by undergraduate
(students of-econotipics, and as' a'result'even economics majors 'often are
- unaware of what ost Erofessional economists do in the "real world." The

,...jack of knowledge of macroeconomic forecasting is mainly the result of the
expense of developing large. -tale econometric models and of the high'le'vel
of statistical knowledge presuin.e._ to be ,necessary in 'macroeconomic
so Modeling.
r
N'
In respkise to this situation, I rve developed a section of the Senior
ReSe arch Seminar in Economics which offers undergraduate students a

chance to build inexpensivt, simplified forecasting .models of the U.S. k
economy. These ilociels are based upon economic thebries, or extensfpns of

'the es learned in previous vttrses. They are derived with limited knowt-1
edge of few., but powerful, statistical . techniques rarely encountered by
undergraduates. As part of the exercise, each studentdevelops one sector of
a macroeconomic model. These models are then used to forecast 'aggregate
demand and supply, inflation, and monetary variables over the next four
quarters.
.
The forecast project does many things. It provides struct'ure to a core
curriculum, a synthesis of theory and application, and, most importantly, a
rare txpe'rience in learning that combiles economicilodic and reasoning
.1

within a quantitati* framework.

Objectives

-

A 'major objective of the research seminar is to have each student
develop a sectoral model of the 'U.S. economy one based firmly on

economic theory. The model is then.used lo make short-run forecasts of aggregate demand and supply, inflation, and monetary variables. The eourse
provides majors with an opportunity to synthesize previously learned
eco omrc prinoiples and theories and to test these theories with quantitatiye
r
rch techniques common to the economics profession. The' result is a
.
uriique and advanced statistical framework.
1
.

A

Courde Design

.

Students- must have taken intermediate theory and a statistics course
before the research seminar. Neither calculus nora-Course in econometrics is

prerequisite. Economic theory, then, is the- comerstoite of the major
research paper developed by Students in the project. When writing their
papers, students first review basic intermediate macro theory and then More

advanced theory. With a firm graspRof economic theory and a sense of
how others have developed particular Triodeb, students then spedly unique
models of their own, based upon accepted ecpnomic'thearies. As ari but-come of the course, students are taught i'o use mathematic's and statistics in
r ,s
I orming a structural framework for sound economic logic and reasoning.
There are three major resources used in the Senior Research Seminar:
(1) computer software capable of analyzing time-Series data, (2) q...ti
t arterly
time-series data on macroeconomic aggregate variables, and (3) instructor
,con§ultation with students. I
.
, P
I" have found thait., for the simple macro models developed in class
L ordinary least squares (OLS) and two-stage least squares (TSLS) equa.tions the .Harvard-devyloped Time-series Processor (TSP) program is
..
niorethan adequate.
,
The TSP progilm may be, urchased at a reasonable cost anci carelpe
designed for Interagive or batch use. The user guide is extremely well written and documentedand students with little; if ally, computer background
find the building and .executing of program and data files easy to'mast.l. No
,

knowledge of FORTRAN or BASIC is required, and the job control
language (1CL) is4elatively simple with the TSP.K6gram.
..
. In prior years I had studepts locate their own datbut fo'und th time.
-and effort to have too high an opportunity cast for a onosemester gourse.
As'a result, I now have students use the DepArtment of Cciimerce's pureau.
17,f Economic AVysis data bank. This quarterly database consists °linearly
Z561iafiables, and transformations of the variables, that are available on a
computer printout. As such, students merety'haveto gO to a single, consistent, accurate data source and copy the relevant fllesinto amass storage
,
file that may be accused by TSP programs:" /
..
Finally, it must tigt mphasized that the instructor must act as a tutor for
each student in the Research Seminar. (We limit the size of eachection to
fifteen Students.) Limited 'directiott is required in the initial literatuYeseanch
phase, -but substantial time is required in directing the students through the
statistical implementation of their models. Thuss.the instructor should be .
versed in model building, time- series regression analyses, and forecasting
, t
4
A
techniques. .
.

0

.

.

:.

Operation
of the Project,
...
..

.

.

The- senior research semin' ar. paper completed by each student describes, .analyzes, and forecasts a choisen eggregaste economic variable that

e

2

2

1

E

. r

,

.

. would be a part of a large complex macroeconomic model. Accordingly,

the
research paper is composed of four major parts: (4) measurement of the
variability of the economic aggregate; (2) discussion of economic theory
behind the economic aggregate; ,(3) regression analysis of the economic aggregate; and (4) forecast, of the economic aggregate. Each part of the
research report is described below:
.
Measurement. This part of the paper explains the time:series vari%

ability of the economic aggregate. A simple plot of the variable With time is
`made and compared to the trend growth rate. Althodgh most of the data is
adjusted for seasonal faCtors, the students tire instructed in the proceir of
adjustment with the moving average approach. 4
Thecyclical movemeir of,the economic aggregate variable is then'clescribed by comparing the turning points of the variable to they turning points
of an accepted measure of overall economic activity, as determined by the
National Bureau of Economic Research- In :addition, the 'leads andolags of
.1
the specific ,cycle are calcutated for recent postwar cicles at well as The
amPlitudoi the specific cycle!, As background,. students' are taught the
various 'theories .of business cycles and lea-rn the causal factors behirici
postwar cycles. Literature or the current stage 'of the busine,ss cycle is
especially
interesting't6 tir student...
.
,4
.
Tn art of thepaper sets the stairfor describing the time-series pattern of he economic aggregate variable which- is explained in the second
ii part of e paper. It is also useful for providing the student with historic!'
'.basis fro which to altephis or her forecast in.th0 last part of the paper.
.
. Froix. the eginning, the students are made awafe, of- the importance (and
limitations)
of well-jnformed jtkimients in even the most complex
.
,
.
.
'-,-5
econometric macr.o models.
.
ilt ,--.
:- 7,-- -.

,

,
a.

C

,

Economic theory. The second pail of the paper forms the

-tITtoretical foundation for the cluantitative modelthagjollows N Student's are__expec'ted
teext3lain basic and more advanced theories of tbEir. S cted
.
,
economic aggregate variable.
4., ..
I
Regression
analysis.
The
met
doloe
uged
fOr
introducing
the
.
.
student to the "art" of reges'sion analysis it ically,Te of learning by:do4 .;
'v
ing, The student-is fist given an intrOduction :to:regression analysis. The
-thec.0-bpind,the statistical, procedure is discussed.only_with regard to the
assumptions one must Make when using regtsion* analysis. (Formulas are
hot prOGed since the student is considerecla user.)
"
:
Oimputers make It lay kor students to do agrespon analysis from the
very beginning of the class. Simple time-series practice data filet are created
nd stored. These files are accessed and analyzed, with the TSP regression
age. The control statements used to execute thepractice progi4ms are_
quickl
tNapy learned. Students may print oat thesample data bast in
t.,.
'ea§ily rea hiii6rMat, 'corfipute correlation matrices, and run preliminart
.
.
r/gressions with simple control statements. ::
More
adv/nc,ed
techpiques
made
necessary
by
the _problem of auto,1
,
''.
,
E

..

11

Co rrelated error terms can also be tau ght to the student with tfie TSP
package. Data transformations, such as discrete lags, logarithms, and first
differences are easily computed. Their effects on autocorrelation are observed by comparing the model results, using transformed data with those
of the preliminary regressions.
More advanced transformatipni, including the Cochran-Orcutt 13ro--

icediite and the -Almon Polynoial Dikributed Lagi (PDL), are then
presented and used. .The latte; transformations are usually considered:
undergraduate studeks; however the learning-by-doing apbeyond
proach makes
makes 'their use both possible and highly instructive.
With the statistical knowledge. acquired through doing regressions .on
the practice data files, the student then builds a simple regression model
(Ordinary least Squares IOLSJ or Two -Stage Least Squares ETSLSJ for a
selected economic aggregate from a large macro model. The choice of exdiscussed in the second
planatory variables is based upon economic then
analyze each-stu-part of the research paper. The quarterly data base use
dent's model is the Department of Commerce's data bank used in its Bureau
of Economic Analysis (BEA) quarterly model. It provides (at the time of this
writing) the student with an exhaustive source of quarterly time-seriesinfor-.
mation for the period of 1949:1 through 1979:3.
The student selects independent variables that ate deemed appropriate
for the theory he.-or she has developed previously and creates massitoragedata files for easy. access. Much effort is then taken to derive a simple model
whose explanatory variables have the expected sign and are statistically
significant.
After numerous structural changes in the model, the student selects
that mOclel which niost closely achieves Iwo objectifies. First, the model
should have a high degree of explanatory power over the h_ istorical data

,

period; second, its forecast errors should be minimized. The, latter is
diagnoSed by cliy,icling the historidal data into a sample period and a forecast

test period. The 'modetis then used toogenerate fitted values, of the degenv.ariabre that tria)", be_compared with the actual values. The res.-tilting
,

error, and' related: egor: measures such as the root rnean-squared error .
,

(RMSE) and the inean error, as a perc tage of the actual value, is calculated:
. 4,and described.
The forecast.._ -Once the structure of the model is chosen-, the' studertt, uses his pr her best judgment of the values of the exogenous variables
during the forecast period. This period is definecan the short run for example, 1979:4 through 19f0:4, to minimize forecast errors. These values are
selected based, upon expectlitIOni.,Of ptofessional economists and business. 1."

.

leaders concerned with madoecono Ftforecasting
as reported in recent
'

e§:,. ,
issues of numerous. journals and
student
then
plUgs
thesee
pecked
Arafpes, or a range of values, intq
xe
The
. his model to produce "conditiOnarex arile-forecasts' ." These forecasts" may be
, altered if,tUdent expectations cast, doubt Uptitthe likelihood of the model's
.

-

.`

iP

results i.e., the "judgmental forecasts." It is in this last phase that the student coes to appreciate the limits of computer-based modeling and the im-

portance pf personal, infOrmed judgment, common hi all large-scale
forecasting models.
i

Summary ...,`7- :::.
By, the end of the semester,. students have accomplished, much in the
Senior Research in Economics course. They have overcome their fear of the
computer, they have synthesized the many theories of macroeconomics,
they haKe acquired. technical skills heretofore assumed to be beyond their
ability, and they have learned much about what economists do in the public
and private sectors. It is my belief that undergraduate curriculums would be

better structured and strengthened if departments offered' taro senior

seminars bneINTith a micro and the other a macro perspective similar to
the one described above.
1.
The students, too, benefit:indirectly from the senior research course
that. combiheseconomic logic and reasoning within a quantitative framework. I have heard from prior students that their acceptance into top-rated

graduate programs, as well as job offers with. government agencies a d
private firms in the consulting and forecasting business, were, in large, du
to their research Raper.

1
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A Modular Approach for
Teaching Principles of
Microeconomics
4

Gene R. Simonson
California State University, Long Beach, California

.

Introduction
&

I

.

taught the introductory course eztlitlec "Principles of Micro-_

economics" during the fall semester of 1979 at California State University,
Long Beach. The major.goal of the project reported here is to help students
understand how the price system works in the U.S. economy. At the start of

r.

the course each student is given a study guide which divides the subject mat- ;

ter into seven teaching modules. Each module focuses, on a specific econ'omic theme or topic and identifies the key concepts, objectives, and
learning activities to be developed. A variety of instructional strategies is
employed to achieve the course objectives, including reading assignments
from theteitbook and other refetience material, listening to cassette tape
lectures, showing films, conducting small- and large-group discussions arid
using self-assessment probleins and exercises to answer stud}, questions.
The following specific objectives were incorporated into the project:
1.

To recognize the principal characteristics of economic behavior and the
basiC features of the U.S: economy;
To Understand why consumers buy more goods and services at lower'

prices, how they allocate their money income, what determines demand, and how demand affects the revenue of businesses;i
To interpret how demand and supply conditions determine the market

5.

6.

priCe of a product;
To identify what determines costs of production, what costs represent,
and how costs influence the supply of goods and services in the market;
To recognize why a business firm maximizes profits by producing at the
rate of output and selling at the corresponding price where marginal
cost eqtials marginal revenue;

To discover how the demand for and the supply of productive

resources determine the distribution of national income in the economy;
To, evaluate the impact of ernational trade on t4:U.S. economy and
7. on other nations of the worl

Designs
Design

*to

to achieve the goal of understanding how the price system of our
economy works, sevenearning modules are developed in the project. Each
emphasizes a central economic theme with specific concepts to be mastered.
All together, there are thirty-five basic economic concepts and fifty-six

teaching objectives presented in the course. classroom activities and
assignments are directed toward 'the objectives and concepts and enable..
students to evaluate their economic understanding. The modular approach,
therefore, systematically identifies the content to be learned, indicates
precisely what students must do to achievesucccess, and shows how well
they have performed before proceeding to the next learning objective.
Tte teaching unit was organized around the following topics and con,cepts;.

.

1. "Economics and the American, Economy" was the first module
presented in the course. The unit introduced students to many economic

concepts such as limited resource, production, unlimited wants, selfinterest, opportunity cost, and capitalism. The concepts were reinforced
through self-assessment questions, cassette tape lectures, class discussions,

and selected readings from the textbook University Economics, written by
A. A. Alchian and W. R. Allen.
2. "Consumer Demand" was used to teach economic ccmcepts. The
module e
led students to make decisions showing how they allocate their
limited m ney income to purchase goods and serviiies at different prices and
--flow cons mer demand affects the revenue of businesses. The students also
learne
ow to construct a demand curve for an individual consumer.
.
The key concepts developed in "Demand, Supply, and Market
Price" were market supplyt ptoduction, price, profit maximization, in:
,
come, and costs. In the review sessions the students were asked to demonstrkte Ih4ir understanding of,the concepts by constructing a supply curve
andapPlying what they hadjearned to new situations and problem-solving
exercises.
,t
4. The module "Production Costs and Supply" was' used to teach
topics such as fixed costs, variable costs, opportunity cost, technology, Investment, and the marginal Cost of producing a product. In this activity
students were asked to explain the effects of rate of production and volume
of production on costs and determine why costs rise in some industries as.
product demand increases, .
5. 'Theory of the Business Firm" was used to teach about competi,
tion, fiscal policy, the characteristics of a proprietorship, partnership, and
corporation, and how a business firm attempts to makimizg profit and
minimize loss. At the end of tie unit, students discussed the various forms
of competition in which price-searthers engage and applied what they had
learned to an understanding of antitrust legislation such as the Sherman Act
and the Clayton Act.
6. iln the module on "Income Distribution ," tie students discovered that the demand for scarce productive resources determined the distribution
of income in the economy. Emphasis was on explaining the meaning of in..,
terest as it related to income and wealth. The economic concepts illustrated
in the activities were diminishing returns, productivity, marginal prOduet-,income, rent, profit, monopoly, wage rates, employment, and inflation.
Students were assigned readings from their textbook, which they were to
complete before taking part in the activity, .
../
7. "Werraonal Trade" was the last module presented in the project..
The unit enabled the students to evaluate the Zffeets of international trade
on the U.S. economy. Among the economic ideas developed in the learning
activities were investment, trade, economic growth, national income, exchange rate, comparative advantage, specialization, and balance of payments. A variety of teaching approaches were used for developing the con- .
cepts-and their applications.
1

Operation of the ProjeCt
I began the course by showing the film Adam Smith and the Wealth of
rations, produced by the Libety Fund. Before viewing the film, students
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were presented with a list of study questions designed tos%3 imulate interest

and Classrootn discussion. The film and followup di4ussion also helpedo
give studegts' some background information for the study, of economics.
Moreover, I usually-opened each class meeting with a provocative question'
pertaining'to a current etonornic issue-which required_ an understanding of
the concept being covered in the lesson. For example, during our introductory discussibn of "demand, supply, and market price" I brought into class a
news item on the uropean Economic Community's EEC) agricultureprogram, published in the Los Angeles Times. I read aloudta section which
pointed out tliat the EEC had in storage 600,000 tons of butter. The students
were anxious to know how such a "huge" surplus could develop. This question led to a discussion of what causes surpluses or shortages in.the market.
I constricted a .demand and supply curve to explain how surpluses result
when the product price is fixed b government above the market clearing
price.

After the opener, I cal d for clues ons and attempted to give brief
answers. Next, iittroduce the module-1 cture material which was essentially the same content cover d on the casse e tapes. Overhead transpare
ts, objectives, and lean
cies showing the module out ne, including co
organization and
d
and
served
to
c
art
o
ing-hictivities, were present
scope cif the unit. At the conclusion of each lecture briefly summarized the
economics content and called students' attention to the main4cleas to be
covered in-the next class session.

With the study guide, text, and casette tapes, each student has the
educational materials and instructions required to proceed through the
modules with confidence. Class time is used to review each module' s
material, demonstrate the relevanCyof the content to current economic
development, answer questions, and administer tests.

Evaluation
Four economics classes taught in previous semesters were Pre- and
post-tested to validate the modular approach utilized in the fall semester
1979..1_14e test used in each case consisted of fifty multiple-choice questions.

On the' basis of the test results, the students increased their economic
understanding over the semester course: the pretest mean score for correct
answers was 32.9 ,percent and the post-test mean score was 78.8 percent.
Although attitudes ark difficult to measure, the results of a survey showed
that the majority of the students gave the instructor the highest possible
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EXHIBIT 1.
1,

Modules of Economics and Key Concepts

Economics and the American Economy

A. The nature of humhnaction
B. Medning of economics
C. Basisof exchange
D. Capitalism
E. Functions of thd economy and the price system
F.-National goals of the economy
2.

eopsurnerpervand
A. Demand aqpi the demand curve
erelnand curves slope downward
C. Underlying determinants of demand
D. Marginal revenue
E. Price elasticityof demand
F. Income elasticity of demand
G. Consumer utility maximization

3.

Demand, Supply, and Market Price

A Market supply
B. Price-takers' market
C. Pricesearchers' market
D. Market classifications'
4.

Production Costs and Supply
A.. Costs
B. Supply
C. \Cost data.of if hypothetical firm
.

5.

6:`

.2

Theory offhe Business FirM
A. The bUsiness firm and profits
B. Price antk production: pricetakers' market
C. Price and production: pricesearchers' market
.D. Gdve:rnment policy and competition
Income: istribution

A. DiTinlkhing returns
B. Deal fbi productive resources
C. Incornekot.productive resources
D. Labomarket and wages
E. Rerit ancid,conorriic rent
F.

Interest antVcapitd1
A

G. OptimumtotAination ofproductive resources
7.

Internional Trade, .
A. Dimensions brforeigh ttade
B, Comparative advantage
C. Foreign exchange rates
D. Balance of payments
9
E. The gold standard,
F. Commercial policies

,
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-II--

Money, Rankin , and
Y
--.Economic Stab lization
Policies

L' Michael Watts and John Silvia

-Indiana UniversityPurdue University at Indianapolis,
Indianapolis, Indiana
,...,

Overview
,Forty teachers from around Indiana attended a4workshop on Money,
Banking, and Economic Stabilization Policies from June 23-27, 1980. Each_
teacher was sponsored by a local bank and received a tuition scholarship
froth the IUPUI Center for Economic Education and the Indiana Council for
Economic EducatiOn. Sponsoring banks contributed $100 to support the
program and established internship experiences for the teachers immedi7
ately following the workshop. In return, each bank received a copy of the
teacher's curriculum unit on money, banking, and the economy developed
in the- coutse.
Oqr specific objectives were as follows;

To improve teachers'understanding of money, banking, and monetary
and fiscar polities; .';;To develop curriculum units and resource aids for teaching economic
concepti and principles presented in the workshop;
To stimulate interest in the teaching of economics and economic educanon;
To involve Indiana bankers and teachers in a cooperative effort to improve, the teaching of economics- in grades K-12;
To provide advanced training an'd instruction in economics for teachers
who had Previously attended an economic education workshop;
To stoggthen the cooperative, relationship between the Indiana Bankers
Associati4and thelndjana Council for Economic Education. ''
.

.

Prograin Design
The'workshop- was designed to help, teachers understand liow the
.

Federal Reserve system uses monetary policy to promate,full employment

and stable prices in the economy. Basic economic concepts relating fo
money, b,ankingand the economy'were presented and discussed in. group

j
sessions and then applied to current issues and problems facing the U.S.
economy. The concepts and principles develOped in each session were rein-

forced through field, trips, guest speakers, written reports, and class activities.

The workshop was organized around the following topics and concepts:
.
Workshop overview. The first session was aimeeat making every,
one more comfortable by introducing the teachers and instructors to each
other. The goals' of economic education and the specific objectives of the
workshop were discussed. The participants also were introduced to a variety of economic education materials and resource aids for classroom use. A
supply of Federal Reserve booklets, bulletins, and reference sources, as well
as commercially published curricula dealing with the study of economics,
was distributed to the teachers.
Commercial banking. The key topics devekvd in this unit were
money creation, financial mak-kets, the money kuppy, Aeposit expansion,
bank regulation, and monetary policy. A hancleiVn bank charters was
given to each teacher, which identified the sponsoring banks participating
in the workshop and explained their governing policies. Our first guest
speaker was a banker who discussed the topic "Commercial Banking, the

Busin4s of Banking" and demonstrated to the teachers a pradlcing

banker's view of the banking industry. He introduced several economic concepts such as sources and uses of bank funds, liquidity and earnings, assets
and lial:(itities-, and real and 'nominal interest rates.
Noncommercial bank financial institutions. The presentation
was made by a retired banker and economist. The major concepts developed were competition among financial institutions, mutual savings banks,
and savings and loan associations; NOWaccounts; dis- intermediatidp; and
Regulation Q. The booklet Non -Bank Finari cial Institutions, prepared by
the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond, was used to teach basic economic

concepts such as interest, capital, and the mon4,supply. Throughout the
workshop informal discussion sessions and films were used to develop a
variety of knowledge and skills. As teachers and consumers of banking services, the participants were highly motivated td' ask questions to increase
their understanding of banking concepts arid practices. .
Private liMiness in a monetary economy. This session examined
how private corporations make financial and capital investmene'decisions
and how these decisions are influenced. by monetary policy. Our guest
speaker, who came from a nationally-known manufacturing company, explained e nomic concepts such as debt/equity financing, cost of capital,
and prese t value
presentation led to a discussion of the Federal
Reserve system at d'the role of the central bank in establishing monetary
policy. A film, The FedOur Central Bank, led to a discussion of centr
banking, policy targets, and policy tools. The participants learned about.
productive resources, scarcity, economic goals, inflation, and the importance of monetary policy.
.
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Money, gold, a tl the international economy. The presentation
by the speaker gener ed a lively discussion orthe role of gold in international trade. Among the economic ideas covered in the unit were the gold
standard, fixed an flexible exchange rates, the balance of payments, and
Eurodollars. This was followed by an activity in which the teachers gained
an understeding of the money supply, gross national product, interest
rates, and inflation. The enthusiasm of the participants during the activities
in our economic study of gold.was overwhelming. Filmstrips, transparenties;, charts, and research reports were also used to explain the value of
money, aggregate demand and supply., national income, an economic
growth. The activities helped teachers discover the importance-of monetary
policy in understanding the problems. of unemployment and inflation. All
parts of the workshop were used to teach basic economic concepts..
Monetary and fiscalpolicy. This activity was designed to examine
the use of stabilization tools Wand the objectives of economic policy in the
U.S. during-the 1960s and 1970s. The major concepts discussed were expan-

sionary and restrictive policies, -policy lags, inflation, and economic
growth. Articles from the Wall Stint layrnarand a film, Anatomic of Infla-

tion, stimulated discussion and increased the teachers' knowledge and
-

understanding of economic theory. A metnber, of a bank investment cornmittee reviewed monetary and fiscal policy in 1980. He explairie4 U.S.
economic policy goals and actions andpresented an analysis of the impact
of policy decisions on -credit markets and consumers.
The Federal Reserve system. The role of the Federal Reserve in
economic education was the focus of a session condOed by a member of
the staff of the Federal Res&ve Bank of Chicago. The objective warto present Federal Reserve materials and resources available to teachers for their:
use in the classroom. Among these were Federal Reserve booklets and films,
a newsletter, The Ledger, and a tour of thi, Fed. By having a Fed representative address the workshop, the teachers came to see the Fed as a tangible,
accessible, community resource. The participants now know and recognize
the contact person for their district. _Consumer credit. This session was presented by-a speaker from the
consumer finance association of the state of Indiana. The objective was to
review the concepts and terminology of consumer credit anclthe-ri its of
consumers, in applying for and obtaining credit. Concepts covered inclu d
the annual percentage rate and truth-in-lending legislation. The film To
Your Credit was shown,,and handouts, including pamphlets on consumer
credit, were used. The activity was:,-as expected, veryliveliar4the discussion and questions were -beneficial. The use of an expert in 'Consumer credit
was, in fact, absolutely necessary because questions in this session were
often very specific and needed the clarification and Understandirt which
only a persuncin the field, with day-to-daY experience,._63Uld give.

Selectrie.creOlf ontrols. :A review the-theory and Ora'Ftical application of credit controls in the United; States was offered. conCeptt
plication
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covered were usury laws, cr ''t,:oih,innels, incentives, social costs, and
federal " credit agencies. Panic
f-9,00:,ivtryo,iilterested in this ession
Because it included the "hot t cs" of
.01enTarb7uarantee and the
reeent issuance of bonds by the.Ind
uting.:kthority. the economic;
impact and theory of ckdit.eon
6bAjet-discussed. For many
teachers, the idea thafthe money Vil &line) ftotAomeivhete" further.
developed the realization thatthere is it.frkStn" ch The discussion of hidden financial and social cats of credit iti4 ..,,ii.- 4-,t ked a good, healthy

.

.

...f.._
con
- taken up
discussion of the Chrysler loan guaranteetivit
con views
.by the teachers themselves.
i 0 ... ':,.s.'
,' .te it Or...
.1r
Present trends and future possibilitipsjor ,money,. and
banking. The objective of the banker who.,44en'teTaiis Unit was to. offer a "crystal-ball" outlook-of how bankini atalibecc'OriApner's use of banks
may change in the future. Concepts coyered I
'tied money-market certificates, floating-rate mortgages, service pr.i
and electronic funds
transfer. The viewpoint of a banker from a
ical" Indiana town and a
\tnedium-siZe bank was very effective. Most of e participants use this type

,,

-
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Summary*
4

.

After the workshop each teacher was required to clevelop.a curriculum
unit and to participate in a one-day intrhship experience at the sponsoring
bank. It was rewet:ding to see how much economic analysis was incorporated into the teaching units..The extensive usef important economic
concepis and principles wa's easily apparent. The concepts of supply and demand for credit, financial institutions,ec,onwic goals, money, inflation,

interest, capital; scarcity, and monetary p icy were emphasized and

develOped in many, lessons and units for grades K-12. Test results also indicated that the teachers increased their understanding of basic economics.

Good Ideas in Brief
S

DENNIS J. WEIDENAAR of Purdue' yniversitk Westila fayette, Indiana, developed a project to help students in the introductory course learn
economics. The tutorial videotaped instruction (TVD akiciach to teaching
economics offered both the benefits of participating irC a relatively small
class and the advantages of hearing a well-prepared, carefully paced lesson.
11111e--

9,

a

.

r

The TVI approach is used in a class of thirty-five to forty students 'meeting
three times a week for sixteen weeks, conducted by a teaching assistant. The
teaching assistant begins each class 'by playing a thirty-minute videotaped
..lesson given by the course professor. It is not simply played without interl uptia, however. The teaching assistant frequently stops'the tape when the
professor, on the tape, asks a question. (The teaching assistant uses a "pause

control," a relatively-new feature, on certain video-cassette players that
allows the operator to freeze the picture without the trouble ofsewinding.)
. The audience thereby has fhe opportunity t1 respond to the questions on
the videotape and discuss, the issues under the guidance of one teaching
assistant. After the talk has-been run, the teaching assistant uses any re-;
mauling time to answer questions, elaborate on concepts presented on the
videotape, etc. The course coordinator, who is also the videotaped professor, meets weekly with the videotape teaching alsistants.
.60

LAWRENCE H. OFFICER and DANIEL H. SAKS of Michigan State
University, east Lansing; ,Michigan, developed techniques to help students
write an economics term paper..The project was started because thee authors
were disturbed by the lack of good undergraduate writing instruction for
economists. They believed that the upper-level economics Courses could be
successful only if students learned to apply whatthey learned to problems
they cared about. The strategy'employed was to assign term papers, help
students select topics that were of special interest, devote class time and extensiv ffice hours to teaching how to produce such papers; and then to use
the . S. U. Economist, an undergraduate journal, as both an incentive and
a mrdel. The approach was developed for a highly heterogeneous group of
students.in courses on poverty, trade, public finance, and urban economics.
An an outcome of the project; a Written manual of economics term-paper,
writing techniques was developed for students and published by M.S.U.'s
Btisiness School under the title So You Have to .Write an Economics Term
Paper. The following techniques are discussed in the book: (1) selecting a_
feasible topic; (2) designing a reasonable research strategy; (3) carrying out
research and analysis; and (4) writing up the results in a clear and careful
form.

,

,

RICHARD' L. LUCIER of Denison University, Granville, Ohio,
developed a public-policy oriented course on financing public school's in
Ohio, which was derived directly from research conducted while on sabbatical leave during the 1978-79 academic year. The project, describes the
investigator's work as. a staff member of the Academy for Contempokary
Problems and the development oe a new course for upper-class economics
majors. The seminar, "Financing Public Schools in Ohio," was taken by
forty-six students and organized around four goals and learning outcomes:
(1) increase students' knowledge of state and local government tax expenditure and school finance issues;.(2) analyze and make policy recommenda14
,

-

tions regarding the school finance situation in Ohio, (3) compare students'
recommendations with those of the Committee of Twenty- and other
analystg and observers; and.(4) increase students' confidence and ability to
use analytical techniques. An introductory unit in the seminar emphasized
"discovery learning" and was used to, create student interest. A topic on
publicichool finance and a section on tax and school finance issues in Ohio
was discussed. Students developed the ability to,analyze a current complex
public-policy problem and formulate policy solutions.

-
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Section 2: PREVIOUS WINNERS

'[he Const.imer and
Economic Change
A Prbblem-soiving And PolicyrorienA1 Course

Sherrill Cleland'
Kalamazoo College, Kalamazoo, Michigan

--. Introduction
Econdmics 90, a new course entitled "The Consumer and Economic
Change," is not the traditional course in personal finance or consumer
education", although some eleinents of those subjects are included. In a
sense, this poliCy-oriented, problem-solving offering is a course in "consumerism," dealing more with applied economics and economic problems
than with theoretical models. (A simple macro model and extensive application of supply and demand models are utilized, however:) The coupe goals
are:

.1. To improvestudent understanding of the process of economic change
(e.g., the need for a data base, awareness &one's own value position,
and a need for an implementation strategy);

2.. To examine current economic problems within a broad, rational
3.

4.
5.

6.

framework;
To experiment with an "adversary method" of cour'se organization anci
classroom teaching;
To involve students in selected field projects on both a group and individual basis;
To focus on national goals, conflicts over national goals, values, and
the role of evaluation;
To develop student understanding of the problem-solving process in
general and the application of the problem-solving model to economic
or consumer problems.

These were ambitious. goals for an experimental course and they demanded
,a careful organization of classroom experiences, outside readings, student

/'s

Cliland'i report is from Ecdnornic Education Experiences of Enterprising Teachers 9
(1976-71), pp. 78-82.
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papers,' and class projects. A cohesive structure that would achieve thee
diverse goals in a nonfragmented manner had to be provided.

Course Content
The class met three days a week, in two-hour blocks. A syllabus was
prepared and duplicated for the students,. This document presented the
students with a simple problem-solving model in the form of a schematic
diagram, set forth the goals of the course, briefly,explainted the approach
that would be used; outlined the content, indicated
assignments, and
listed Various readings. Among the'majos. topics were:

The;Consumel in American Society', A Macro Picture
The Consumer in American Society
.Micro Picture
What Is "Consumerism?"
Consumer Protection The Legal B
, Consumer Credit and Finance
Consumer Information, Hail,: and Safety
TheConsumer as Polluter
'Promoting Economic Change

91

;

The weekly assignments included questions to be considered as well as
specific readings,. Pot example, questions re1a fl g to the study of the conflict
of goals inchidedthe follOwing:

'

.,

:.

.

.

.

,

-

J. What are the gdals (of Anierican,society? %' at.
they be?
2. How shouidso'Cf4Ces',ew' noinic go'alsle decided.?.......-HoW are they desidd?"
...
.
3,
How
important is the consuirt r in:the U.S.? In the U.S.S.R.? In India?
.. ,
.
4..: Do-tuf:wed more' consumer reedom?
nsuiner justice? (And
.. More
,' wharfs conSViner, ju7sike7) M re consumer weec
5. ' What role do consumers pl in the total economy in terms of'infla'stiorq In terms ofunemployment?
,
6. Are there trade-offs between goals.?
The basic textbooks were works dealing with cdniumer economics or
consumer prOlems, -but the students were referred to introductory pringciples texts for relevant analytical concepts. For instance, they were told to
refer-to,an introductory Iconomics text for supply and demand models
when considering the topic of the consumer and producer as "adversaries."
Thus, the course dealt with the consumer
as an organized decision unit in i
.
the total eco my rather than with 'the ,consumer as one individual, as is
done in the raditional'consumer education course.'
..

e':

.

Approaches to Teaching the Course
,

A'nurnber of different teaching strategies were used, which can be

briefly described as follows:

4

tiV
°

"

.,

An adversary approach. Instead of trying to air all sides of a ques.
tionmyself, I relied upon outside speakers to be advocates for various viewpoints. Debates were not tiseco that all speakers could develop their positions fully and without interruption. The students were expected to gain ax
understanding ofall sides, to analyze the logic of each side, to evaluate the
different positions, and 'sometimes, to synthesize competing views or to be
able to defend a particular position effectively. This demanded more of the

student than would be the case in the straight lecture-discussion-reading
course, where he simply takes notes on the instructor's lectures and feeds
back information on tests.
gmpirical research. The importance of empirical research and the
col*** of data bases for dealing with consumer problems was emphasized. During the first class session the students received an extensive questionnaire designed to deterniine the assets and familyincome patterns of the

students. The results were then compared with national data so that the
students could see whether Or not their opinions might reflect those of consumers in general. (They proved notloAttypical-ofAmericari consumers in
_....gener.:11-) I ater.,,as ac lass projeEk-a_comniunity survey on the availability of
phosphate-free detergents was made, and additional data were collected in
connection with various group projects. These activities were designed to
challenge the validity of student value positions,by emphasizing the need
for a data base.

Action oriehtation and field projects. Kalamazoo College is
noted for its off-Campus study programs, in which students get job ex, perience for one term-, 'study abroad, or do independent research projects.
These off-cartrptis experiences have been separate from classroom activities,
however. In Fthis,course, the off-campus experiences were integrated with
the classroom sessions, so that the community became a laboratory for us.
Problem solving. The problem-solving approach was employed in
student eliorts to bring,about local economic changes. The students were

a

forced to define and redefine problems, to go out and t 611ep'data, to
develop an action plan, and finally to try to put their proposals into effect.
The students made Presentations to the county commissioners, the
Kalamazoo city commissioners, alocal newspaper, and the Chamber of
Commerce. The course demonstrated that a well-planned action orienta,tion, with adequate supporting data, can be an effective way of,bringing
about change within the system-. ,
Professiontil role models. As explained under "A n adversary approach," .outside speaker's served as advocates for various viewpoints". Out,side speakers were also selected to serve as role models, thus showing the
students that there are competent people working within the system and
having an effect on that system. Among the men and women chosen were
the chief economic adviser to the assistant attorney general for antitrust ena member ofa law firm, the director of
fgrcement from Washington,
the Kalamazeo Consumer Information Council, a professOr specializing in
marketing; and the vice president o[p. bank.
18.
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Linkages. The course was not considered to be an inde ndent en7
tity but was 'linked to other courses in the curriculUm, to the co
unity,
and to thehigh schools. Upton Sinclair's novel The Jungle was used to link
the course to the past and to show that "Naderism" and the problems with
which Nader deals were by no means new in American society. The group
projects provided links with the community. The projects were to be written up in such a way that the teacher trainees could use them as teaching
units in high schools. This provided the link with the high schools and with
their education courses.
Senior projebt leaders. Senior students serving as project leaders
were responsible not only for their own learning but for that of the underclassmen as well. They received no pay or extra credit for the additional
work that this entailed, but positive working relationships were developed
nevertheless. Thus, instead of leaning upon abstract conceptualization and
expecting to be taught entirely by the instructor's lectures, the students were
exposed todifferent styles of, learning and had to take a more active role in
their own instruction.
The various assignments were designed to make students think, to see
&sides of issues. They fOrced students to recognize the value orientation
-underlying their own positions and to see that goals can conflict. Note the
following questions, which were randomly selected from the assignment
sleets.
.

)

Make an economic case for regulating business and protecting the consurryor. Make asocial case. How compatible are the two cases? What
criteria have.you used for judging?
Discuss the statement: "The U.S. economy would fall into a recession if
we made consumer credit illegal."
How much would you pay for cleaner air if it meant banning cars for
selected people (e.g., students living at residentiacolleges ongoing to
high schools where bus service is available)? Wha are the trade-offs?
"Pollution control is a more pressing problem.
than unemploymenNn;
,Elation, -or-social justice." Discuss this statement.
,
How might a freeze-on prices and wages affect the distribution of goods
and services?

Teaching Materials Used
Someififteen items were especially prepared for this course. Among
these were the following:
Precourse questionnaire.. This six-page questionnaire Was designed to determine the student's consumer status and to measvre his existing knowledge of facts and concepts relating to consumer economics. The
'first part Asked for information on sex,' age, scholarship status, monthly
allowance,'value of wardrobe, value of personal library and record collec-

tion,- and the approximate value of other goods cpmmonly owned by

9.8
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<students. (Anonymity watpromised, d students did not }have tlo answer
y w e also asiced about the value of
any question that troubled Them")
they
might ovA, bank accounts, and
any stocks, bonds, or life insuranc
charitable contributions. The second part elicited data on family income,'
home ownership, and other indices of consumer status. Part III was the
knowledge test, in which the students were asked such questions 4s:

What is a true rate of interest?
What is a price,index?
What is discretionary income?
How can a consumer affect economic change?

I

Glossary. A lengthy glossary was prepared and mimeographed,
containing such terms as constant dollars, consumer price index, disposable
personal intone, implicit price deflator, imputed income, supernumerary
income; transfer payments, and GNP.
A circular flow diagram illustrating the naCircular flow diagram.
tional income accounts was drawn and mimeographed. This was used along
with a flannel-board Nsentation of the same diagram to show the important role of the consumer in the macroeconomic sphere.
Data collection worksheet. The w4sheet was prepared to aid the
students in their field pibject, in which they collected data on phosphate
detergents. They visited retail stores in,Kalarnazoo to collect data on prices

F. and weights and to .ascertain the phosphate content of all available
detergents. The figures were entered on the workSheets, qnd the students
could then make,comparisons and. determine unit prices..This was a trial
t, ,
run for the grOup projects t6 come later.
',Other materials included lists of possible projects, an explanation of
the stepsin proVem-SOlving, a "Learning Style Inventory," designed to help
the student assess his owl metliod of learning, forms for evaluating student
projects, and a fOrnk of evaluating the course. About fifty questions were inchided in the eourie-evaluation form, asking the students to comment on
such things as the extent to which the instructor was prepared for each class,
how well the readings were integrated with class sessions, the relevance of
,the material, to what extent the course helped them analyze problgs, and
whether or not their personal attitudes and values.changed.

-VResults
The course was well received, and it seemed to meet the goals that had
been set forth. The course was the subject of articles in a focal newSpaper on
two occasions. The students produced material that had :immediate practical value. For example, one student prepaied a teaching unit on consumer
credit,that can be used in high schools. [his included a list of goals and objectives suggested resources, teaching methods and, activities, and the
means by,which the trit could'be evaluated. One of iliegroups prepared a
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lengthy report (thirty-three pages) on consumer resources in Kalamazoo.
An individual student developed a model for solving community conflicts
over the use of public goods, llustrated by a conflict between swimmers,
boaters, and fishermen over t e use of three small lakes in the area. The
Chamber of Commerce req ested. copies of some of the materials the
students had developed and comfnended students for prcentations that
they had made to the Consumer Information Council.
I believe that student skills in critical thinking and economic analysis
were sharpened by this course. The course was especially effective in helping students recognize how their own value positions were often subtly intertwined with what they believed to be their objective and analytical
conclusions. Their value positions were constantly challenged by the persistent demand for supporting data; 'forcing them to think throigh their value
judgments more critically than they had ever done before. There was sufficient student involvement in teal-world problems and intense interest not
only in class buton the campus as well. I am sure that other teachers can
successfully use the same basic syllabus and 'techniques that were developed
for this experimental course.
1
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'Role Playing, in
TOching Economics_
Deepening Responsibility and Understanding at the University Level.

Myron L. Joseph
Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Introduction
Teaching basic economics can be a very frustrating experience, partidu-

larly if ones goal is to help students understand and formulate critical
----judgrrierareoncemirtg significant-eeenemie palicy-issues. For Ione-thing;
they arrive on the scene with many beliefs that they cling to with an un'

shakable faith. Even more important as a teaching problem is student indif;
ference: a compound of "Why worry? Everything is fine the way it is" and "I

couldn't do anything about it anylkay." Students are reluctant to define
issues in terms of broad social goals when they are so very much involved in

trying to'achieve their short-ran personal ends.
Most students are extremely relu9tant to apply the economic analysis Qt..
taught in the classroom to problems of any complexity. When they are
graduated they shed with ease the theory we labor so hard to teach, and all
that remains is a smattering of 'half-remembered terms. Once back in-the
real world they know what is right without the aid of economics.
we are to convince ow. student's that economic analysis will help
them.understand their environment, we will have to aim fof rhorthan an,
intellectual understanding of the subject matter. Learning is not..enough.
Economics must be accepted by students before they will use it outside the
classroom. If our teaching is to have any effect we must change strongly,
held beliefs and attitudes that may not be susceptible to reason alone. Student acceptance of economics/May require more concern with persuasion
and effective communication than most of us have shown. We must do

NOTE The substance of this report was presented at the December 1964-Meeting, of the
Economic Association.A ruller version was published in the American Economic
Rev.i
May 1965.Professor Joseph has retired from Carnegie- Mellon.)
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marg`than demonstrate the cold, clear force of our logic in the traditional
authoritarian pattern of handing down the truth from on high.. We must experimentlwith new teaching techniques and take whatever steps we canto
help economic learning survive beyond the end of the semester. .
There are many ways to avoid the limitations inherent in the one-way
communication pattern of the traditional lecture. The Socratic discussion
technique, student projects, and debates all help to involve students in the
learning process so thaj they become partners rather than antagonists of the
instructor. There., is a great deal of evidence that under some conditions
learning and acceptance may be improved by active student participation
'induced by role playing or by other devices. The mediating mechanisms are
not completely understood., but group cohesion, heightened attention, improved comprehension, and the emotional contk c)f the experience are
among the factors that may be involved.
-,I have tried to provide a number of participative learning experiences
for students by placing them in role-playing situations. The teaching experiments I will describe were conducted over a number ofsears inelementary economics and lib-iii":";-m--lornics classes. They appear to have had Na
,stronger impact on my studgakthan anything else I have done. The roleplaying experiments heighten student interest and facilitated learning'and
acceptance of unfamiliar concepts. They provided a basis for repeated reinforcement as students referred back to their role-playing experiences when
related subjects were discussed in Class. The active studerit participation in
the experiments helped to break clOwn the barriers to effective studentteacher communication. The experiments were repeated this year by several
of my colleagues, and their experiences paralleled my own. i

,

Market Price Determination
Students have a very difficult time understanding the concept of a

".
.

market price. There is no problem with the algebra or graphics, but students
perceive a startling difference between, the world as they know it and the
economics text.
ryone knows that the seller sets the price for his product, so what sense
s it make to assume that the competitive firm must
accept the market price a iven. The student can see that market price, as
we define it, equates supply d demand and clears the market, in the rather
special sense in which we use that phrase. But he finds it very difficult to,
translate Ole, nicely intersecting curves into something that can be applied to
the world outside the claisroom.' The result, in my experience has been to

make the student' highly resistiv\Nto analysis that depends on marketdetenbined prices. In an attempt to m e market analysis more meaningful,
I constructed a highly simplified market and gave the students a chance to
- participate in the determination of a market price. In preparation for the exercise, I made up buy and sell instructions that were based on demand and
supply functions that intersected at a price of $1.80 per bushel (Table 1).
The instructions were to "buy.1;060 bushels of wheat for not more than" or
23
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to "sell 1,000 bushels of wheat for not less than" the specified price. At the
$1.80 price twenty-four transactions were possible and eight buyers and
eight sellers were excluded from the market by their initructions.
TABLE 1.

Price

Distribution of Buy and Sell Instructions

Sellers

Buyers
(not more than the price)

$2.80
2.60
2.40
2.20
2.00

4

- 180

4

1.60
1:40
.20
1.00

2
2
2
2

(not less than the price)
2
2

4
4

4

2

y

4

2
4
4

,

6
6
-4

.

Two classes were brought together in a room in which all seats had
been pushed to the walls. One class was designated as buyers and the other
as sellers' and thefollowing- instructions were distributed:

You are about to participate in the operation of a conlmodity
market. Yau will be given an order to buy or sell .1,000 bushels of
wheat under certain conditions..Ip general you should not reveal your
instructions to any of the other dealersrunles§ you have a particular
reason for.doing so. You should consider yourself to be an agent, acting in behalf of a client who has given you specific instructions. You
7have an obligation to do as well as you'can for your client, and you
are not permitted to 'violate the instructions.
When the market opens, at the signal of the instructor, you may
proceed to carry out your order. Buyers will be. identified by handker-

chiefs on their left arms. A transaction is completed When a single
buyer and a single seller.agree on the terns of a sale.Zs soon as you
completi a transaction, report to the instructor so thafhe may record
dnd report your transaction. As soon as your transaction is reported
you should turn in your buy or sell orderand_receive_a new one of the
same kind. You may proceed immediately to complete a new transac-.
tion.in'accordance with your new order. If you are unable to complete
a transaction within ten minutes, you may obtain a new order from
your instructor. .

When the market is closed, the instructor will determine and
report ,whether the- buyers or sbllers have represented their clients
more successfully.

4,4

When the students had a chance,to- make sure they understood the in-
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structions, the market was started. They were free to circulate in the class
and make purchases or sales at any time, as long as the transactions were
consistent with their buy and sell orders. As soon as a sale was reported, the
instructor recorded it on the blackboard and announced-it to the class. The
student then turned in the order to the other instructor,and received a
replacement.
A few of the buy and sell instructions were left over at the beginning of
the market, ancjahey were given out as transactions took place and instructions were turned in. In the:process of redistribution the orders were shuffled so that the students could not know when they received a new order in
what transaction it had been used previously. The process maintained a
fairly constant set of market conditions over the market period although
there were undoubtedly some shifts caused by the lag in repotting and
feeding orders back into the market.
A record of one of these experiments is reproduced in Table 2.
.
Table 2.

Distribution of.Transactions

Price

,No. of
.Transactions

$2.60
2.50
2.40
2.30
2.20
2.10
2.00
1.90
1.80

v

1

.

.

1.70 '

0.

'1.60

Vz

1.50
1.40

0
6
1

15

25

No. of
Transactions

Price

,1.30
1.20
1.10
1.00

20
.

..

16
13
5

.

3 .'
1
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After an initial scattering of transactions, prices tended to move
quickly toward the theoretical equilibrium. By the time the period was

over, almost all transactions were at or very near to the equilibrium price.
In subsequent experiments we recprded the transactions for each ten-minpte
period on a separate section ofThe board.. The students were then able to
observe the changing distribution of prices over time. My impression is that
this technique speeded the concentration toward the equilibrium price.
One surprising aspect of an e*periment of this type is how seriously the
students took their roles. They bargained vigorously and were very ankious
to learn which class had beSt represented their "clients" when the market was
closed. We were forced to permit anyone who was unable to complete a

transaction within' ten minutes to obtain a new order, because , we

discovered in one of tlie early experiments that frustrated students, 'Whose
instructions effectively excluded them from the market, finally ignored their
buy and sell orders in order to participate actively.
.
25
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Asked to rep-oilai_ifte
-gtS.Nrag-Z9
neit-class tneeisfig.:34ijfia-Aittcres jitetirOit:illeir:431adzeilanci the
-pctitive-_,market:s*-Liss4:
f cifceiOrthc iinarkefa
strated that giOy
N-rougii_ their own ex- .
the Individual
7 With .This
perience,
baCfcground theywerealAe.toipesi tlieSigtitii.Cariee:Wsucy,fatto-a0nfor:
mation, factor rnobility;ai,a_froocth0,Fpleiggity.An thernarkerProcess,
stcclents, and they:.:
The eXperi_rnent made a *at0g iinpreSsiOh oir
-e1430.71)1:

_

)

referredpark7to.tfirMaiket exteirenCe thic34glil the §ehester. It lired
them to tndeistindthe:r81 of madcetAbilt;es irideterfni.pirrg-price and prOduction, and to comprehend the cOMpetitive irri-----11'sinability to deviate from_

the market price._ The acceptance- of these .conce.pts.,as,:sainething More
significant than an intellectuari?ter.c*-Pr*ide;I: :i.-:valuable".base" far the
comparison of cOmpetiOeIlrfifkefsiTli-ii_alieroatiiiini-arket structures and
for belated policy discussions. The area of toursemy subjeifiVeeiialui-

iions of the experience, since we aid not run a controlled experinient.
However, I am coninced that students w_tio,participateifili these markets
41 will remember the'eXperience and the major ideas that were developed fro in
them long after the analysis that was taught more traditionally has ceased to

have any real meaning.

.011gopoly Pricing
The piing problems large firms are remote frOm the experience, of
the udderirlduate students. We designed a role-playing situation that let
them experience the instability of an,oligopoly and the pricing problems
faced by a firm with a small number of large competitors. Through participation they learned of the strong temptation _to cut prices when fixed
costs are high, and they learned of the impact of price competition On
oligopoly profits. They Were able to feel the pressure eo collude..

a

As background for the experiment, we described an industry with three
identical firms competing for the market. The demand for the product was
assumed-to be relatively inelastic, and the marginal production'Cost was
assumed firbe low relative to the prevailing price and constant. We exAlained that firms could choose to sell at a high (H),price of $4 or at a low
(L) price of $3. Under these assumptions the class estimated the distribution
of sales among the firms for each combination of high andlow prices. Then,
using an explicit cost functionosts'--= $65 + sales X\$1), they calculated
the profit that would result from each piice pattern,,The sales and, profits
alternatives for all combinations of high and low prices are pi,eSented in.
Table 3.
A simplified table showing only the profit alternatives for different
price combinations was placed an the board. The class was arranged in
groups of three, each student representing a single firtii. They were asked to
study the profit possibilities and to try to make as much money as possible
26
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TABLE r Sales anqrofits for Combinationi of 1.110.(H -= $4) and Low (L = $3) '1
,,,,

-

_.,

Unit Prices (costs =,:$65 + sales x $1)

,

Price ,,---,'

Combinat labs
HRH

1

HHL

H
H

H LI

La

,--

-

Price

'L

--

Firm 1

F rm 2

Sales
Units

:Sales

30
10

--..,

Prof it

Price

$25

5

35
50

35

5

.

H

-

H

4

L
L

.

Firm 3
Sales

Units

Profits

30
10
50
35

35
35
5

$25

Price

Units

H
L
L

30
80
50

L

3

Profit
$25
95
35
5

for their respective firms through a series': of fifteen or twenty price-setting
(high or low) decisions..The instructor promised to identify the most suc-,
cessful business operator in the class at the end .of the experiment. 'The
students ,in each group were instructed to make their price decisions independently and without any communication. After each of the three had
selected and noted a price, they were told to reveal the decisions to each
'other and to record the profits they Had eirried ads indicated by the_ table.ok_
theboard: his procedure was repeated until the experiment was. con- cluded.
One-third of 'the groups was ask ed to set the initial price for all firms at
the high level, one-third at the low level, And one-thiid was not given any
binding initial conditions. The predominant result was that ajl three firms
were fOrced into the low profit alternative..Most of the groups that started
selling at the hig,li price fell off the plateau.and were unable to return to it. The othergroups wer4arely able to attain the uniform high price structure.
Altho'ugli the students-Pere asked not to. communicate, there were tnany
audible comments t onCerning"the cupidity, stupidity, and ancestry of the
participanti. After the'Sludents had made about fifteen. to twenty price deck
sions, the experiment, was terminated ands the frequency of different price'
patterns wat reported to dip class.' The experiment was:, then repeated, but
the students in each group were allowed to-communicate freely before each
.
price decision. Under these condit4ns,a majority of the groups succeeded in
'maintaining a Uniform high price revel for fourteen of the fifteen price decisions. But a substantial numb were unable totollide or found that their

agreetants broke down afte a few decisions.
These were not contr d experiments, and I make no clainithat they
shed Any light on the beh vior of oligopoly price makers. But they did give

the students an intense experience that made the economic analysis of
.

oligopoly behavior more meaningful. The students-azialyzed thkexperimental conditions and assessed the importance of demancrglasticdy, pr9duct
substitution, cbmwArgticatiort the cost function, and 'their inotivationsAexplaining their role behavior.. They saw collusive agreements break dowti
and felt,the frilstration of-not being able to raise a price, when it.was clearly
in the interest of all firms in the industry to:do sO. After their experitnce, it
was not difficult for them to 'understand the role of a pricer leader or the

;CI
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siglicance of tacit collusion. The experiment and the discussions that
fo wed provided a dramatic batiground for the analysis of antitrust
policies in a learning context very ilifferent from the traditional authorNalian presentation of subject matter. An experience of this kind helps to
breale down inhibitions and. communication blocks in the classrootp. The
entire course gained through increased interest in the subjett matter Shd the
students involvement in the learning prikess.
.

Labor-Management
Disputes
-

".

4 Role pla3ting can be used to help students understand the attitudes and
perceptions of individuals whose points of view differ substantially from
their own. Students from upper- and middle-class families find it difficult to
understand the basis for conflict between union and management. There is a
tendency to believe that one party (usually the union) does not really understand the situation and that if only the facts could be clarified ost disputes
would disappear. I have used detailed case material to provide context for
student assumption of union and management- roles in grieva ce negotiations. I distribute the case materials and assign the students, in g oups of six
to eight, to roles as members of a union or management comm ttee. I ask
each group to, meet for not more than two hours to attempt to solve the
dispute in,the background readings. They meet without supery sion, and
from reports I have received they seem to throw themselves i o the assigned roles with enthusiasm.
At the next class meeting I ask for an oral report from each group. A
representati'e of oneof the committees volunteers to summarize the discussions and whatever partial agreement or definition of the issues the group
arriled at, The volunteer is usually chagrined to discoyer that members of
the opposin&committee are unwilling to accept the summary, aryl ingst on

presenting their own views of the negotiations. There are °frequent
disagreements over the details of settlements and on some occasions over
whether any agreement was actually reached. When all the groups have
-reported but before any general discussion of the substantive issues, I ask
thestudents to step out of their mid and indicate by secret ballot which side
of the dispute they believe was riito..VVhen the votes are tallied tbere is
some surprise expressed at fire substantial vote for the union position. I then
ask the students to indicate, how they voted and whether they took a union
or management role, in the negotiations. On each occasion that I have used
this exercise, substantial fraction of the students who took union roles
voted
the union positiOn and almost without exception those who

played rnanageent roles voted for management. The students learned,
about the process of negotiation and improved their undelistanding of the
substantive issues in dispute. But the most significant impact of the experience on the students wa's their realization that the role they playeciaaf,::fected their perceptions and evaluations of the situation.
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Summary and Conclusions
The role-playing experiments I have described were all designed to accomplish learning through an experience that was at least in part emotional.
They dependked on self-learning and'on active student participation in the
learning process. The major concepts and ideas that were developed
through the experiments were not complex, and in each case they could
probably be set down in relatively, few words. These experiments, and

others like them, involved a substantial investment in student time that
could have been used to presentadditional subject matter. MY' view that in-

vestments of this type are worthwhile is based on a judgment that our
highest priority task is to increase our impact on students.
...
Role playing and relate
rticipative techniques appear to offer the

vi
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possibility-of deepening the
ling
takes place and of increasing the
acceptance of economics. Students seem tb remember their role-playing experiences long after they leave the class, and my experience indicates that
student involvement can improve our teaching through better comprehension, stronger interest, more self- learning,. and improved student-teacher

-c-otnm'imieati,an44y-4xperirnents-sttggeSt-That-part
be used effectively in economic education.

Macroeconomics
Development Ganire
Frank Falero
Virginia Polytechnic thstitute and State University, Blacksburg, Virginia

Intioduction
The activity was used in a lower
ision course in economic principles
(Economics 231 Principles of Economics III), taught during the spring
,

Faleio's repot* from Economic Education Experiences of Enterptising.Teachers 9

(1970-71), pp. 80-93
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quarter of 1970-71. The 124 students in the course were divided into thirty
teams, each team being charged with representing-the fiscal and monetary

,authority within a developing country, with primary dependertce on a
skgle export crop for foreign exchange earnings. The team was charged
wiR1 making all fiscal and monetary decisions to achieve the goal of max;
imizing per capita real income, starting from an identical base; The students

represented each of the eight colleges on campus, anctieach of the four
classes.

The Game
The game is a modified IS-LM model, with a capital market, a labor
market, a government bond market, mid a foreign goods and capital market
for each of twelve sectors' Each sector is determined separately; the twelve
sectors are then aggregated, and the summed values are the economy-wide
values. Thus, the students policy, as well as the parameters within the sec: --`tors, may vary.

The capacity- output level at each sector is determined by a. Cobb- a
.

Douglas-type production
n, using capital, labor, educational spending, and social Overhead ,spending as inputs, with cumulative teg nical
progress. The production functip'n has increasing returns.
The rate of price change is distermined'by the 1:lifference between the
level of money income and the level of capacity available, with prices beginning to rise be re.the capacity level is reached. The money supply pperates,
on the system with a one-period lag. That is, the demand for money for
transactions Purpdses is determinfd by lastiseilod's income, with the 'residual between the supply of moneY and the transaction demand, called the
speculative demand, determining the interest. rate in,this pexiod.
Profits are calculated as- a residual, being income after wage costs, "
capital costsfar)d taxes have been paid. The remaining_variables are treated
normally.
4
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The Decisions ofthe Student

,$
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Students ,must make two sets of decisiOns:,economy-wide decisions,
which are. essentially monetary policy decisions, and sector decisions,
which affect each sector separately. and are essentially fiscal decisions.,There are eight economy -wide decisions and seven sets of twelve (one for
each sector).sector decisons, making asmany as ninety -two separate decisions, or as few as fifteendecisiorls if all sectors are treated identically. The
decisions are presentedin Table 1.
Economy -wide Decisions
1. Total spending on population control. Here the students decid4, if
they wish;to reduce the rate of Population growth in the society: If they do,
then they must decide how much money to spend doing it', bearing in mind
.

that it will take increasingly larger sums of money to bring about given di30

iw

,

t

TABLE 1., _Verbal Definition and FORTRAN Designation of Poilcy
"°'i Parameters Controlled by Students

Economy-

wide

Definitions

1.

Sector.

Total of spending on population control (1.00 o the
size of the government budget)
,P
Tortioriof IMF quota to be 'monetized (.001 1.00)
Portion of foreign exchange holding.to beponetized

2.,
3.

-

(.10- 100.00)
4.
5.

Portion of capital inflow monetized (0.00-100.00) Portion of deficit to be financed by prirrting,Thoney
(0.00 -1.00)

6.

Flexible exchange rates (0.0 = fixed rates,
1.0 = flexible rates)
.
Open market operation (1.0 if the student wrshe's to
use, 0.0 if not) '
Size of operation (plus ''= purchase,,minus = sale)
Sales or purchases cannot exceed tha available
supply of bonds
t currently owned by the central

r

.

7.

8.

bgir "--'
'

,

.

Government spending
bysectar (0.0 to size of
...

'-:budget)

..

Marginal income tax rate (+,400 to +.99)
Marginal tax on imports (+ .00 to + .99)
Marginal tax on exports'(+ .00 to .+ .99)
Marginal tax on profits (+ .00 to + .99)
Government spendingOn educitic)n.(0.00 to size of
..

-

-,
,

budget)

.1

Minimum wage set by secte(0:00-10,00000)

1(N)
2(N)
,' e3(N),
4(N)

,

-.

5(N)
.

,

.

6(N). WC "'

.

7(N)

,/

,

dines in the rate of growth. If they spend:U*0,000, for instance, the popula
tion will grow at]4,227 percent. The limits of this value are given in Table 1. f
2. Poitionof IMF quota to be monetized. The IMF' quota ,is the
amount of gold, etL, this count& has on deposit. with the Internatipnal
Monetary Fund. This decision means that a given pcirtion of this gold, etc., .
will be used as backing for the country's printing of moneLithich will be
allowed to circulate.
t
3. Portion of foreign excbangekholdings to be mprietized..Tbis is the portiozyof the country's holdings of other currencies and gold; which is be.
ing used as backing for the money which will be allowed td be printed. For
instance, for each $100 worth of gold the country has, 'It couldissue$10 or 7
$500 of money. Recall, however, that more money will-tend to
prices

:04

rise, making imports cheaper and ,exports more eZpensive, causing the
balance of trade to become negative and causing gold to11(311A out,;-'of, the
' country.
.

40
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4. Portion of capital inflow monetized. This is the portion of the
capital which flowed into the country from abroad in the last period against

which money will be printed. The same caution is made as in number 3
above.
_
°
5. Pdrtion of deficit to be finariced.by printing money. This is the'
. portion of the government deficit in the previbus Period which will be paid
for by printing money. Whatever is left over here will be financed by issuing
government bonds which people mayor may not bUy. The central bank has
agreed to buy all the bonds the public does not buy. But, the government
4;
.
:
must pay interest on these bonds.
,
"6. Flexible exchange rates. If studen ts wish to have flexible exchange'
ates, they Place-1.0 in these columns. If they wish to remain on fixed exchange rate's they place a 0.0 in these columns.
.4

- 7.
,.:

Open market operations. If students wish to use open market

operations to affect the supply of money they place lin these columns. If
not, they place 0.0 and the Central Bank.buys all boWNs not bought by the
.
public.
.
'
_
as
8. ior ofofthe operation. Students put down thenumbef"of bonds'and
signifies purchase;, minus, sale) of the operation:
direction
Sector Recisions
T -.
Governrhent spending by sector. For'each sector the student must
determine hoW much the government is going to spend on noneducation
items, such as roads, dams, etc., which will affect the sector's capacity to
:
,.
produce output.
2. Marginal income tax rate by sectorc'For each sector the students
must determine what percentage of income they want to collect in taxes.
3. Marginal tax on imports by sector. For each sector students must
determine whether (and how much) to tax imported goods and services.
4. Marginal tax on exports by sector. For each sector students must

determine whether (and how, much) to tax the exports of the country.
Although this is not allowetki3y the U.S. Constitution, there are many countries where export taxesare permitted.
5. Marginal tax on profit for each sector. For each 'sector students
must determine whether (and 'how much) to tax profits. Recall that profits
are to a large extent reinvested and increase the capacity to produce income
in the next period.
6: Goverhment spending on education by sector. For each sector
students must determine hoW much is going to be spent on education.

Education here is similar to technical training and affects the marginal product oPthe labor used in producing output.
7.

Minimum wage by sector. For each sector students may set a,

minimum wage.

Operations of the Game
The students were required to submit each week a 'key-punched set of

''

thirteen computer cards with their decisions. Students were aware that any
key-punching errors made would not be corrected, hence few were made.
Each group of students met at a convenient time outside of clasS to discuss
strategy. The instructor was available during much of this time to consult
with the students, either in perton or by phone, About thirty hours were
used in this manner.
After the cards were turned in, the computer program..ivas run and the
results distributed to the students at the next class perit4r Discussions were
then held
during part of this period concerning the previous decisions and
,
their effect.

The 'Results
The results obtained from this game can be broken dow-ri into three
areas. First, the level of understanding of the students with regard to the implication of policy measures was revealed by the computer printouts.,They

showed that real per capita income was increased to several tirrie's the
original level.

The second area is that of interest. Many additional hour's of work
were put in by the teami, in preparing for their strategy sessions, including
making assignments within. their own group to read and.be prepared to
analyze some specific points in the text. The grading of the game was accomplished by each team member ranking all other members of the team
and assigning a percentage of the total points (this nuniber was unknown to
them) to each member. Hence, the team meinberi' had to impress their colleagues and not the instructor.
The third area was in the average grade, on tests -(, 'cluding the game
pnints)_Tb,isr.lass-of424 students did, on the average, 8 percent better on
each exam than did any other large section I have ever taught. Interestingly,
there
were 50 percent fewer failures in this class than in my previous large
J
oses and nearly 30 percent more Ais and B's. The total effect of the game
grade was to' raise Student grades one-third of one letter at a in,aximum and
to reduce grades by one-third of one letter at a minimum. Along this same
line, 85 percent of the students indicated a desire to take another economics
course, compared witly75 percent 'for, other ,large sections.
rn comparing test scores with game results, two tests were used. First,
die rank of the average test scores for each team of students was correlated
with the rank of the team's game results. This yielded a significant rank correlation coefficient (Spearman's) of .761. `Second, and even more signifi>
'carlt, was the correlation of individual students grades ,with the average of
°

the ,ranking of their teammates. This yielded a simple r of _.875. Both
measures indidte that there is high correlation between performancOn the
game and peiforma'nce on the exams. Of course, it sholild be noted that
both of these measures are closely related to the'level of intelligence..
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Money and Banking
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Introduction

Robin L. Bartlett
Denidn. University, Granville, Ohio

'

In the winter of 1974,,1 found myself in a new location, among unfamiliar faces, and abottt to start my teaching career. Teaching principles of
economics while in graduate school and, soliciting the advice of seasoned
professors had not prepared me for the lecturing doldrums which occurred
halfway through my first course op money and banking. Students 'began

asking me what monetary ,theoriAad to do with anything in ,the 'real
world," and I began asking myself what my previous objection had been to
injecting a more institutional emphasis in this course.
In retrospect, a theoretical oS'opposed to an institutional emphasis was
(-

not the error. What was inissing" in my course was some display of applicability or ''relevance," some way of making tte St. Louis multiplier exciting to the averagi college student, and some way of making money and
banking A memorable educational experienceL one that would stay with
studints after graduation and be of benefit to them in their day-tollay lives.
"m

'teacheS'eCondmic theory was indeed a challenge.
- The problem is that the material eontained in most money and banking
, 'courses can be boring to many students, particularly thosenot inclined to
Oppreciatethe esthetic qualities of T-accounts 'or the mathematical elegance
of simultaneous equation solutiOits. Otte really bad lecture, with the time
and pOtential for others; just adds to the tedium unless students see, the
necessity for the drier aspects of theory. The FederatOpen Market Committee (FOMC)*simulation, as an integral p arNf the'Course, is one. ay of en.
luring that students see the necessity of theory and theexaitinvole it, plays
in pOlicy-making situations.

Thi 'FONIC Simulation
Several fictors Are.itrip' ortant when analyzing the effect of the FOlvIC
simulation on s tid en 1 eaning. First, the FOMC simulation s one-quarter
,-

t3artIett's report is from Economic Education Experiences of Enterprising Teachers 16
(1977-76), pp. 73-78.
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of'the course and of the student's grade. Second, the simdlation represen a
sec ond.generatiOn in simulatiOn design. Third, the simulatiOn reinf ces
and draws upon what students learn in the rest of the course. The eff" ct of
the FOMC simulation onstudent learning is examined with both -sot and
hard statistical evidence.
Students were required to purchase two books for the course:
psorisMotiexand Econorr4ic Analysis and Bartlett and Amsler s A Wall
Street Journal Journal. The textbook is theoretically oriented./ The WSJ
Journal serves as a workbook and analytical guide for the Wall Street. Journal, to which students are required to subscribe.
The course is outlined in a very traditional manner except that after examining the GNP accounts briefly, students are introduced to'a very simple
Keynesian model. The early introduction of a macro model is done for two
reasons. First, intermediate macro is a prerequisite for money and banking.
To maintain continuity, it is important to establish the link between macroeconomics and,monetary theory early in the course. Second:' the early use
of even a very simple macro model is a prerequisite fort the FOMC simulation. Students need some analytical framework to start with and to build
upon. Throughout the course the emphasis in lectures is theoretical.
Students are tested on this material over the course of the semester with
minitests. tThese are forty-minute tests on material discussed in the book
and developed in class. Students are allowed to drop their lowest grade of
five on the minitest. At the end of the semester, students are tested again but
only over the specific material, on the minitest. /Thus, their final exam is a
modification of questiOns previously asked. This traditional approach to
the material and testing of the 'students' understanding of.it accounts for 50
The remaining portion of a student's grade is determined either directly

or indirectly by the FOMC,Isimulation. There are four, or five FOMCsimulations throughout the semester, depending on the schedule. Students

are required to participate in four. They are graded on five things: d4meandraccuracy of 'facts, plausibility. of analysis, adequacy of policy sug;
gestions, and responses. A simple grading sheet facilitates the grading pro-.
cedure. Atthe end of the semester each stutlent must write a position paper
which .mirrors much of the simulation, giving students a second chance to
learn the material.,It is,premature to discuss this aspect of the course arthiS
time, and an elaboration (3n these experiences will follow in due course.
g L

The Design of the FOMC Simulation
As can be surmised from the time alloted the simulation and the effort
required for a position paper, the FOMC simulation plays a key rble in af-

fecting student learning. In essence it serves as a bridge between the \
economic theory they are learning in class and from personal study and the \
use of theory in the "real world."`Unlike most simulations used in the teaching of economics, the FOMC simulation
, is synergistic; that is, it is specifi35
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tally designed to incorporate three different simulation techniques and to
build upon the cumulative nature of the learning process as outlined by
Bloom in his taxonomy of educational objectixTs. A rationale for this design
is developed after reviewing the inconclusive findings of traditional simula-

tions and adapting Bloom's taxonomy to fit th nuances of economic
theory.
I spent four years developing this approach, and much of my work was
supported by the Denison Simulation Center funded by he Jilly,thdowment, Incorporated. The center, provided assistants, released time, and
travel money. The work was presented in various stages of development at
several conferences apd has been published. In addition, a former student,
Christine E. Amsler, funded by the center, worked closely with me on these
projects. Denison University has been very supportive of my research efforts in developing effective teaching techniques.

Goals of the FOMC Simulation
The overall purpose of the FOMC-simulation is to reinforce students'

understanding of monetary theory and financial institutions and to illustrate how monetary policy in the United States is made and executed. In
specific terms, the three main objectives of the FOMC simulation are to.;,,
Describe the purpoges and functions of the Federal Reserve system and
to familiarize students with basic economic information available in
public media;
Illustrate the role macroeconomic,theory. plays in policymaking and to
give 'students an opportunity to use the models they learned i class;

Have st ents apply their fundamental understanding of acts and
zpo-dels o judge for themselves the relative merits of policy actions
reporte in the press.
Each of these objectives para'lels a stage in the learning process and an
- aspect of the policymaking environment as discussed in the rationale. The
.F0MC is synergistic in that these 'objectives are met by simultaneously us, the simulation techniques of case study, model building, and role playng

The Classroom Experience of the FOMC Simulation
In brief he FOMC simulation is an enactment of the FOMC meetings
actually 'held in Washington. Eleven to forty-four students can participate
at each of The triweekly meetings. Each session lasts for an hour. Students
prepare for the simulation by clipping articles from the most recent issues of
the Wall Street Journal. The workbook helps them to recognize which articles are important and provides them wits tables for recording information as well as with charts on which to plott e entries so that trends can be
ae

v
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: bserved and followed. Space is provided for p sting the articles in for
ture reference in the simulation. Thus, all the st dents have up-to-date
. and

identical pieces of information. The common gro

d facilitates discus-

..--- sign.-

gtudents also prepare for the simulation by research their assigned
roles as committee or staff members. They analyze the facts collected from
the Journal within the theoretical frameworks learned in claa and from the
political perspective of the committee member. As the course progresse,s...the
analyticatpreparation is expected to become more sophisticated.
I prepared for class by updating my own WSJ Journal and by filling out
the grading sheets. I paid particular attention to releases of the chairman of
the Federal-'2eserve Board, since that was my role.
At each meeting, different members of the committee are responsible
,,c

for different sectors of the economy, as outlined in the WSJ Journal.

Members of the committee or their staffs must brief the entire committee on

the current econo c situation within their sector, give their analysis of
these development , predict future trends, and suggest policy courses.'
When all ten of t three- to five-minute presentations are coniplete, discussion takes place until a consensus for .policy action is reached. The views of
the chairman are'always made known. ,
The atmosphere for these meetings is set in several ways. First, the
room is set up for a conference. If a large conference table is not availal&e,
members of the FOMC sit in an inner ring of chairs provided with name
plates. Staff members are seated in an'outer circle near their assigned committee members, who acts as the group's head in large classes. The mood of
gravity is further 'enhanced by requiring students to wear businesslike attire,
to address the committee formally froni a podium, And to stay within
assigned roles.

A Final Effort
,

)

The debate between particular committel merAers) in keeping with
their assigngd roles, can be time consuming, and not all students are permit=
ted to engage in the discussion. Thus, at the end of the semester after experiencing at least four FOMC simulations, students must write a position
paper of,no more than fifteen pages. The paper is divided into three sections
which parallel the simulation presentations. Unlike their earlier presentations, however, students are responsible for every sector in the ecohomy.
Information
for the first section, which reviews the current economic situaok
,.
tiora is taken from the WSJ Journal. Their reviews focus on the economic
events of the last quarter as compared to the same quarter of the previous
year. In the next section of the paper, this information is analyzed within a
macroeconomic model. The degree of difficulty or sophistication in their
analysis is limited by the five pages'allotted'for this section. Finally, policy
recommendations, based 'upon their analyses are rnadR in the last section,
i Here students are encouraged to consider all the alternatives and state why
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some are out of the question. So, the position paper offers students a final
chance to draw the course together, to bridge the gap between fact and
'theory, and to make economics come alive.

dourse Summary
Four years of work went into designing a course for the fall of 1977.
/ Half of the course Was in the traditional lecture format, and the other half
rested heavily-upon the FOMC simulations. Students were always given
two opportunities to learn, the material, allowedito drop one minitest and
FOIQIC simulation, and giv'en several opportunities, verbally and in sriting,
toiexpress what they had learned and apply it.
The evidence shows that the simulation was crucial to answering the

"relevance' question, creating excitement for the material, and providing

students with an economic framework within which to put the facts
reported on TV and radio news programs, news magazines,, and the daily
newspapers after they leave Denison.
.

Evaluation
There is ample evidence to substantiate the claim that money and
banking as it is currently taught at Denison University meets the stated objectives of the course. In addition, there is ample evidence that the FOMC
shrtulation is effective in attaining its specific goals and thus fulfills its role
within the course structure.

A rigorous experiment was conducted during the first semesters of
1976-77 and 1977-781 Both experiments used a pre- and post-test procedure

measure student understanding of facts, theory, and policrisOcues`i f round-

ing the making of monetary policy. The more traditional TIKE nd TUE
tests are inappropriate instruments foradvanced undergraduate courses and
particularly for money and banking courses. The evaluation of the FOMc
?slinulatibn, %which controlled for such factors as age, sex, major, etc.,
showed that the simulation was an important determinant of student understanding. The simulation's greatest impact was on theoretical issues. The
evaluation also showed* that students follow Bloom's taxonomy and do
move from very basic cognitive levels, such7as knowing facts and dejinitions, to understanding interrelationships among variables. Comprehension
of facts and relationships is a prerequisite for making reasonable policy
suggestions and judging the appropriattness of current policy actions.
In terms of attitudinal changes; the 1977-78 experiment, which pooled
the data from the previous year, shows that the overall course rating is a
significant.txplapatory variable. This point needs elaboration. In this ex-.
`1

periment the students' ratings of the course constitute a measure of how well
they felt the cOurSeniet its objectives and how well the lectures and simulation mesnea to meet these objectives. The higher students rated the course,
38..
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the more their interest in the material increased over the term. This can be
interpreted to mean that the simulation was succeisfUl in bridging the gap
between practice and theory, and thui that the material displays applica-

bility.,

-

Softer evidence comes from several sources. First, the student position
. papers at the end of the course have demonstrated an amazing grasp of the
current economic situation and an ability on the part of most.students to
-analyze it with some sophistication. Also, their policy suggestions are well

thought out and justified, rather than being a display of emotional or

po litical rhetoric. Students themselves admit that they learned .a lot in the
simulations ankUn writing-the papers. Every year. there is a waiting list to
get into one b he two forty-studertl, sections. Filially, the grapevine is very
effective in any undergraduate institution. This well of information says
that the course is a lot of ovork but worth the effort.,

Summary
The lecturing doldrums experienced over four years ago have given
way to a well-structured Course that attempts to demonstrate the applicability of economic -theory to the.current economic situation. The v.ehicle
used to transport students through economic theory is the anticipation of,
the excitement of, and the satisfaction generatel by the FOMC simulation.
.
This simulation is unique in the sense that it is synergistic and is
therefore 'more effectiVe in attaining its goals. Other synergistic simulations
can be .designed to fit a variety of economics courses.- The Counciliof
Economic Advisers is an example bf another synergitic simulation: It is desired with the same objectives and format as the FOMC simulation, except
that tliefocus is on fiscal. policy. Regardless of the focus, lever, the
synergistic Appr ch to simulation in economics is a, valuable cqmplemen:
tary technique o the traditional- lecture.
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